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About the cover...
Two Whittier High School
sophomores look quizically at the
Whittier College sign over the
main entrance to the College
will there be room for them
when they are ready for college?
Will the "impending tidal wave
of students" sweep them away
from a college education. The article on page eight brings you
up-to-date on what their chances
are of making it and also tells
you what you can do to help.
The high school students in the
cover photograph are Becky
Bruff, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Bruff ('41-'39), and
Jack Hales, son of Mr. John
Hales ('41).
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The student yearbook, The
Acropolis, dedicated its 1958 edition
to Dean of Women Marjorie Gregg
'48. The caption reads, "Dedicated
to the woman who always finds
a deserving and over-due
time"
tribute to a truly fine person.
...

Gene M. Bishop, '39
Suggests you ask about

SAVING and
INVESTING
with

Fall enrollment figures show an
increase of nearly 100 students over
the spring semester with 1184
women outnumber the men, the ratio being approximately 3 to 2 with
a 2 to 1 ratio in the frosh class
1045 of the total are undergrads,
the remaining are graduate students,
non-degree, special and unclassified
sophs have the largest class with
352, one more than the yearlings
smallest class is the senior class with
159 members, while the juniors num73 veterans are in atber 183
tendance, a far cry from what it
was several years ago.

INSURANCE
SECURITIES
TRUST
FUND
Trustee: Pacific National Bank
of San Francisco

...
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You'll get a bonus yield
on your savings

There are some 35 or so religious
denominations represented in the
the MethoPoet student body
dists lead the group with 18%. Others are Catholic, 9%; Episcopal, 851c;
Baptist, 7%; Society of Friends, 6%;
Congregational, 6%; Lutheran, 5%;
Christian, 4%; Christian Science,
2%; and Mormon, 1.5%.. . . about
25 other denominations are represented by 1 to 11 students.
.

.

Open a savings account by mail today

ILic

-

SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

Phone: GArfield 7-1703
HEmlock 2-8931

.

SALE
PIANOS-ORGANS

Dr. Duncan Wimp re s s, former
public relations director and instructor in Journalism at Quakerville, has
been named president af Monticello
College, Alton, Illinois.
By 1960, it is estimated that 200
million alumni in the United States
will be giving some $200 million annually to the support of higher education.

Current Interest Rate 4.% per year

406 Times Building
Long Beach 2, California

Whittier College has 42 students
who have received scholarships in
the 1958-59 California State Scholthis ranks Whitarship program
tier 12th among the 54 universities
and colleges in the state and 8th
among the private institutions for
the most number of recipients
300 or 24% of the current full-time
students have received other scholarships or some type of student aid.
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PUTS
ANY
PIANO
OR
ORGAN
IN
YOUR
HOME

CONN ELECTRONIC ORGAN

I

CU LB R.ANSEN
TRANSISTOR ORGAN

The largest selection of fine pianos
and organs in the west . .at the
most reasonable prices[ Compare!

GO ULD-ttllOE

MUSIC
Since 1911

167 S. Greenleaf Av., Whittier OX 47246
Open Monday and Friday Evenings

...

Rent an Organ or Piano
for only $5 per month

You may apply the rent toward the
purchase price if you decide to
buy!

Call or Write Today!

GOULD RHONE
-

9219 East Whittier Boulevard
Pico, California

The first Ministers' Day program
sponsored by the College and the
(Continued on Page 6)
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This year has been thoroughly used. It is worn and faded and we cast
a hesitant backward glance at its successes and failures. Its successes seem
magnified in retrospect and we savor the flavor. The failures make us wince
and we quickly rationalize them away.
Sometimes we must pay but hasty homage to the past and move rapidly
on to a consideration of future activities. Why the hurry? Alumni work
brooks no hesitation. Achievement depends on sustaining activities. A constant flow of communication is vital to maintaining interest. Any prolonged
evaluation is an impediment and may be disastrous.

OX 3-3771
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So for the coming year there are many plans. When contact is made
with you as an individual or as a member of a group you will benefit the
cause of a greater Alumni Association by the kind of energetic response you
have displayed during these past months. Support your College with your
gifts, your direction of good students to us, and your ideas!
Nan Fairbrother, in her leisurely book "An English Year" says frankly
that the average grown-up person today does not look forward eagerly to
Christmas and its "merry making by appointment." Instead he looks forward
"dismally—to the extra work." When the holiday has come and gone, "we
are tired and the children crotchety from too many pleasures, the house is
messy with paper decorations and spring such a very long way off."
I suspect it might do us all good, might clear the air of pretense and
of a lot of secret guilt feelings just to say this aloud to ourselves and to one
another, then having said it we can go on. There is an illusive something
not accounted for in this admission. For better or worse, reasonably or
unreasonably, this "something" is a wistful sense that Christmas might be
different, that it once was different, that "there hath passed away a glory
from the earth." So at this holiday time let us "schedule" that leisure time
which will allow it to become a truly successful celebration. Indeed, that
will allow the very sincere Christmas greetings from your Alumni Board to
be a meaningful wish received in the true spirit of this time.
Sincerely,
Tom Wood, President
Whittier College Alumni Association
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MO-TO-RAMA
(Continued from Page 4)

FORD
THUNDERBIRD
From the Ford Family
of Fine Cars
"Service before and after Sales"

We guarantee the best service
in Southern California

.

FRANK DORE
and SONS
345 South Greenleaf Ave.
Whittier, California
OX 8-3794

how to be different
you'll find that "certain something" for
the person who has
everything this holiday season at whittier's newest gift center . . . . interior
designs

open daily
9 to 5:30 p.m.
monday & friday
9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m

14577 e. whittier blvd.
oxbow 3-6602
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Whittier Ministerial Union on November 24 is the outcome of a series
of meetings by College Chaplain Bob
Bobilin and alumni serving in the
clergy . . . there are more than fifty
serving in the greater Los Angeles
area alone.

MONTE'S
Camera Shop

You'll now find the alumni offices
located in the lower level of the Student Union-Campus Inn building...
with some 1000 square feet of space
divided into five rooms, it is another
step in the continuing progress of an
expanding alumni program . . . Bouquets are in order to Randy Twycross '43, Sam Yocum and Harry
Marumoto for their assistance in the
furnishing of the new office . . . it's
interesting to note that the latter
two are graduates of USC, yet they
are supporting the philosophy and
aims of the small liberal arts college.

OX 4-4308

What's your college education
worth to you? A recent Kiplinger
Letter made some interesting observations in the value of a college degree and we refer to a bachelor of
arts one . . . it pointed out that a
grade school graduate will earn
about $116,000 in his life time, a
high school graduate slightly more
than $165,000, and the average college graduate about $275,000
so generally speaking, your college
degree will enable you to earn nearly
twice as much as you would, had
you attended only high school
nation-wide the figures vary widely,
but the average cost of a four-year
liberal arts education seems to be in
the neighborhood of $9,000. This includes room, board, books, tuition,
etc. Director of Admissions George
Tenopir '48, estimates that it would
cost a student approximately $1400
per year for his room and board,
tuition and books to attend Whittier.
The cost of attending college has
gone up less than any other major
item in the family budget . . . What
was looked on as a minor item by
wealthy families several generations
ago, is still a major expense for a
majority of middle income families
but, regardless of cost, the average degree has enabled its holder to
increast his earning power by nearly 7517c. It's a modern day bargain
which can't be over-looked.
May the alumni office staff extend to you our very best wishes for
the holiday season and the coming
year.

223 NORTH GREENLEAF

"Everything Photographic"

.
we are happy to help you
with any picture taking
problems you might have

Monte Wicker 38

We Give S & H Stamps

e4&e

(Since 1927)
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Protection

•Personal Service
•Convenient Location

Frank B. Chandler
Ken H. Chandler '51
1402 West Hadley St.
Whittier
OXford 2-1201
(24 Hours a Day)

minutes of the meeting...
Present at the Whittier College Alumni Association Board meeting,
held. November 20, 1958, were members: Tom Wood, Herb Adden,
Madolyn Christopher, Stu Gothold, Jackie Wood, Jim Campbell, Jack
Gilbert, Peggy Fretz, Jack Carlisle, Don Freeman, Pat Putnam;
Others; Bill Marumoto, Jane Randolph, Mike Murphy, Natasha
Antonovich, and Pat Oatey.
HOMECOMING Jane Randolph reported on the 1958 Homecoming
activities...the "day" was considered
successful.. .dinner-dance considered pleasant,
but not too festive ... Union-Inn not well
adapted for dinner-dance ... after an hour of
discussion, a three-day format was approved
for 1959 Homecoming...dinner-dance set for
Friday, November 6, at the Disneyland Hotel...
brunches, play, open houses, evening game set
for $aturday...worship services, golf
tournament planned for Sunday.
ALUMNI EDUCATION Jane reported on educational and cultural
events that other colleges sponsor for their
alumni ... three programs discussed for Whittier
alumni...faculty panel on some such philosophical
subject as "pursuit of happiness",week-end
retreat with lectures and discussions on world
affairs, series of lectures on a timely topic...
plans 1 and 3 were favored and programs to be
planned..
ALUMNI FUND

1959 alumni fund drive discussed... to be limited
to period from December 1958 to April 1959...
brochure describing The Alumni Fund to kick-off
the drive.

CLUBS-CHAPTERS

MISCELLANEOUS

Jackie Wood reported that Sacramento and San
Francisco areas alumni were organized by Harry
Banks and Boyard Rowe, respectively ... Dean
Spencer to speak at initial meetings.
Biil Marumoto reported
Whittier area ministers
will meet on Campus ... Mo also reported that the
Alumni Offices have moved to new quarters in the
Student Union ... much of the building material
and equipment for the new offices were donated
by alumni ... more general office equipment,
particularly a typewriter, are still needed.
7

Has the "Tidal Wave" Hit Whittier
The first Alumni Leadership Conference held in
midsummer of this year acknowledged this basic reason for
the existence of the Alumni Association: the College has three
basic needs . . . money, students, and ideas . . . and as the
alumni, we should help meet those needs. This article examines
the second of these needs, the progress of student development.

Four years ago the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers published a
survey which startled American higher education. It
was entitled "The Impending Tidal Wave of Students,"
and gave the alarming prediction that by 1970 there
would be 6,500,000 students in college in the United
States, more than 2'/2 times the 1954 enrollment.
The prediction was based generally on the rise in
the birth rate during wartime and the rise in the percentage of college age population which would attend
colleges.
In seeming contradiction to this "tidal wave" prediction, parents reading an article in Life last October
by Henry M. Wriston were surprised to find him listing colleges of high standards which opened this fall
with less than the number they could accommodate in
their freshman class.
Since it is four years after the "tidal wave" was
supposed to have begun its accelerating rise to a mammoth increase in college students, the question arises,
"Where are all the students?" and "Is the 'tidal wave'
prediction a miscalculation?"
"Tidal Wave Not Equal Everywhere
The answer is that there is a tidal wave—increased
applications everywhere show that—and that it is an
ever rising wave, which will keep right on growing for
the next decade and more, but that it does not affect
all colleges equally.
Many of these thousands of new students are being
absorbed by junior colleges, trade schools, and the
8

large state universities. For example, the University
of Michigan admitted 3,071 students in its freshman
class this fall. The University of California at Santa
Barbara plans to expand its facilities from its present
2700 enrollment to accommodate 10,000 students by
1970. In addition to this, the State of California feels
that it must build fifteen more junior colleges, thirteen
new state colleges, and five new campuses for its university.
In contrast to these schools, 8 out of 10 of the colleges listed by Dr. Wriston as still having places in
their freshman class this fall after school opened were
smaller, liberal arts colleges like Whittier. They all
had plenty of applications, but they had room because
they are the type of college, like Whittier, which seeks
a certain type of student . . . colleges which are by
their very nature, selective.
In light of the plain fact that many more students
want to go to college now, and that still more will
seek entrance in the coming years, the question "Should
my son or daughter go to Whittier?" is a question of
more pressing importance than ever.
Right Student -Right College
In general, the question can be answered by a "Yes
"Yes—if your son or daughter is the right kind of
student for Whittier College." And: "Yes—if Whittier
College is the right kind of college for your son or
daughter."
A rational, unbiased answer to the two questions

can provide a key which will produce a satisfactory
guide for college application and admission.
What Kind of Student?

How does Whittier College, in terms of specific procedures and requirements, select an incoming freshman
class? The answer may help parents to understand
who is the "right kind of student" for Whittier.

The experience of the present year may be given as
an example. The year began this fall with a freshman
class of 340 students, and a total enrollment of approximately 1200. In the total student body this year
there are also, apart from the freshman enrollment,
150 transfer students coming to Whittier College for
the first time from other colleges.
The selection of 340 freshman and 150 transfer students this year (a total of 490) was made from ap-

Outstanding Academic Programs at Whittier College
The new 3-2 Binary Plan combines liberal arts education and engineering. Whittier College students now may spend their first three years here, and with faculty recommendation be admitted to the Engineering Program at either Stanford University or the University of Southern California.
Sociology and Social Work programs provide special training for youth leadership. Whittier College is a constituent member of the Council on Social Work Education and is one
of the few colleges in the United States with a program to train YMCA and YWCA
leaders.
Home Economics—an outstanding program in this area has placed Whittier College
among the leaders in the state in producing experts in Home Economics Education,
Dietetics, and Food and Clothing Merchandising.
Teacher Training—the excellence of the teacher training program at Whittier College
is recognized throughout the state. Each year over 100 Whittier graduates qualify for
one or more of the State of California teaching credentials. Administrative Credential
work is also available on the Poet campus.
Political Science and International Relations—an outstanding program is available in
international relations and public administration preparing students for a career in public service.
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proximately 1000 applications. Students applying for
admittance to the freshman class numbered about 700.
Of these, over 150 were refused admission, approximately 100 decided to go to other colleges, and a few
additional students did not fully complete their application materials. The 150 transfer students were selected from the balance of approximately 300 applicants.
These figures would appear to indicate that a student
applying for admission to Whittier stands a fairly good
chance of being admitted. But it should be kept in

mind that when a student applies to Whittier College,
a process of selection has already begun. The student
is not now competing with any and all students who
may be applying to go to college, but with a select
group who already feel they want to go to a college
like Whittier and that they have a record sufficient for
their being admitted.
It must also be remembered that admissions standards in all colleges—and that, includes Whittier—arc
being raised year by year.

Whittier College Scholarship Grants
Several years ago, Whittier College became a member of the College Scholarship Service. The purpose
of this organization is to equalize scholarship opportunities. More than 100 scholarship grants are
awarded annually by Whittier College. The stipends range from $100 to $4000. These scholarships
are awarded upon the following bases: academic achievement and potential, personal qualifications,
and financial need. The scholarship grants listed below are for the 1959-1960 school year.
Scholarship

Amount

Donor
Scholarships

$ 200
to
1000

Whittier College
Scholarships for
Men

$1000

California
Scholarship
Federation
George E.
Wanberg

$710

Gifford
Eagle Scout

$200
to

$200
to
600

Description

Friends of the College have provided endowed funds for scholarship aid to worthy students; these include the scholarships in
the name of Amos and Matilda Hadley Stuart, Rose Hills Memorial Park, George H. Mayr Educational Foundation, Reilly
Foundation, Houston Endowment, Inc., Wendell Milo Hunt Memorial, Ruth Agnes and Thomas McGregor Erwin, and others. The
stipends are awarded according to specific conditions stipulated
by the donors and the College.
These four-year scholarships, five in number, are valued at
$4000, and are awarded to freshman men. The award is for
$1000 yearly, and is automatically renewable providing the applicant maintains the standards designated by the Scholarship
Committee.
Two in number, $710 each in value, are awarded to new freshmen
who are C.S.F. sealbearers. Applications are available from local
C.S.F. Chapter advisors.
These scholarships are for young men training for careers in
Y.M.C.A. or other youth leadership.
This scholarship is for a young man training for a career in
Scouting, Y.M.C.A. or the ministry.

500

Elizabeth
Delia Felt Jessie Felt
Savage
Alpha Gamma
Sigma

$200

This scholarship is for a Negro or Indian student preparing for
teaching or Christian service.

$710

College
Scholarships

$200
to

Two in number, $710 each in value, are available to new junior
students chosen by Alpha Gamma Sigma. Applications are available from local Chapter advisors.
These scholarships, approximately 32 in number, are provided
by special endowments and College funds, and are awarded
annually to new entering freshman and junior students.

800

HOW TO APPLY: Applicants for all scholarships will be required to take the Scholastic Aptitude Test
given by the College Entrance Examination Board (details may be found in the Whittier College Catalog). Each applicant must fill out a special application sheet and have his parents fill out the financial
need form. To receive the forms, and additional information, write to Director of Admissions, Whittier
College, Whittier, California.

Three Basic Questions for Admission

The prospective student at Whittier College faces
three basic questions:
1.What is the student's academic potential?
2.What is his citizenship potential?
3.Does Whittier College feel some special obligation towards this student?

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF PERSONAL INFLUENCES
IN COLLEGE SELECTION
PERSON
INFLUENCING

Academic Potential

FATHER

The most important factor used in answering the
first question is the student's secondary school record.
Whittier normally requires 12 "recommended units"
—courses with grades of A or B—from the high school
program.
The College Entrance Board Examination, adopted
by Whittier several years ago, is a further check on
the student's academic potential. The examination seeks
to measure native ability to handle two types of reasoning: verbal, or linguistic; and quantitative, or mathematical. Scores on each of these two sections range
from 200 to 800, with 500 the approximate mean of
students who take the tests.
The Admissions Committee, recognizing that test
scores are fallible, uses these as only one factor in the
total appraisal of a prospective student. Experience
has shown, in general, that a student whose scores are
over 450, and who has an acceptable secondary school
record, can make the grade at Whittier. A student
whose scores are below 400, regardless of his high school
record, has difficulty in succeeding at Whittier.
And it should be noted that for any college to admit
a student who has a high chance of failure is to jeapordize the student's future college career. Few colleges
today will admit a transfer student who is not eligible
to return to his former school.

MOTHER

Citizenship Potential

The answer to the second important question—that
concerning a student's citizenship potential—is obtained
by the personal evaluation of a student by a high school
principal, counselor, or teacher, or other qualified person. Whittier feels strongly that each student should
meet certain standards of character, conduct and attitude as well as possess qualities for achievement outside the classroom.
Special Obligations

In answering the third question—Is there some
special obligation Whittier College has toward this
student?—the College takes into account its "family"
tradition. Sons and daughters of alumni of Whittier
College are considered as among those toward whom
the College has a special duty. If it is at all possible,
within the bounds of reasonable personal and academic
standards, Whittier tries to accept all children of alumni
who apply.
"Should my son or daughter go to Whittier?" Yes—
if they have a good expectancy of succeeding academically and socially. If they want a small liberal arts
college with an outstanding faculty, with a demanding
scholastic schedule, and with high standards of conduct.
Yes—if this is the kind of college they really want.
If they are the kind of student who can best benefit
froin this particular college. If they are that kind of
student who will be of most benefit to Whittier College,
now and in the years to come.
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FRIENDS
COLLEGE
REPRESENTATIVES
HIGH SCHOOL
TEACHER
H. S. COUNSELOR
COACH, ETC.
COLLEGE
ALUMNI

Based on a National Survey by a
Large Eastern University

How Can Alumni Help
With Student Development?
I. Talk about Whittier College at every
opportunity with friends, in classes, in
church groups, in professional groups, in
service clubs, etc.
2. Provide names and addresses of
good students to the College Admissions
officials.
3. Bring or arrange for interested individuals or groups to visit the campus for
an athletic event, play, musical program,
or other special activity.
4. Arrange for college students and officials to speak to a high school class,
church group, "Y" club, etc.
5. Have a "Sports Feed," picnic supper, swimming party, afternoon tea, etc.,
in your home. The College will help in
every way.
6.Provide financial assistance for more
scholarships to meet the needs of students.
If YOU know someone who might be interested in
attending Whittier College, why not take the time
right now to send his name +o Director of Admissions, Whittier College, Whittier California.
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At least three "0's" are voting for "it"
at their Masonic Temple meeting, (Or
maybe they're voting against "it").
The 1958 Homecoming Queen and her
Court ride in regal fashion during the
parade. (L to R) Queen Nancy Stombough '59, Senior Princess Jean Morishiga, Junior Princess Loretto Gatch,
Sophomore Princess Betty Dieter, and
Freshman Princess Pat Angie.

2000 Alums
Over 2000 Poet Alumni returned
to the Whittier College Campus on
October 25, 1958 for the annual
Homecoming Day. The theme "In
Tune With Time" inspired many
it also inspired
beautiful floats
the Poets, who were timed to beat
Oxy to the tune of 27 to 6. Ardie
Green and Jean Reese planned a
very successful dinner-dance, in the
new Student Union-Campus Inn to
end a beautiful "Day."
"A Pretty Girl Is Always Like a Melody"
and the Palmer's float was pretty enough
to win the Sweepstake Award.
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'In Tune With Time"

"Dr. Paul" and "Mo" head a table loaded with dignitaries at the second
annual Independent's Brunch.

The Thalian's Anniversary Waltz float starred Mrs.
Alfred Bates (L), Mrs. George Chisler (C), and Miss
Catherine Gregory (R).

The Alumni Association claimed "Beauty is Timeless" and then proceeded
to prove it with four beautiful Homecoming queens of the past: CL to R)
Donna Searing '58, Joyce Harris '52e, Bette Jordan '50, and Margie McNichols '55. (Right)

This jazzy float won the Originality Prize for the
Lancer Society.

Another Poet Drives over for six in the thrilling game with Oxy.

Science and Civilization
By Dr. W. Roy Newsom
This hour of ours which has been plucked from
eternal time is truly remarkable, fantastic, and brilliant,
yet at the same time is the most fearful and destructive
that we have known. Never before has every person
everywhere on earth been so aware of the influence
of science and technology on his life. He is being
showered by radioactive dust from atomic explosions.
He is being observed by a group of sputniks cruising
about our earth. A "shot at the moon" is an actuality
and we find that the comic book writers of science
fiction are quite hard pressed to keep ahead of factual
developments. Great as are the historic discoveries in
medicine which are responsible for alleviating the physical suffering of all the peoples of the world whom it
has reached, and ingenious as are the electronic, mechanical and engineering accomplishments which have
contributed so remarkably to modern living, yet none
of these has had the impact on the man in the street
as have had the atomic tests and the space rockets.
Whether we like it or not, our world has become a
scientific laboratory with the inherent dangers that
accompany experimentation. The public press has
advised the peoples of the world about some of these
dangers which may not even be evident for a few
generations. The dangers are perhaps extremely small
but are not negligible.
Science and its development has now become the
business of every citizen. It must be regulated. This
means government. Government brings supporting
taxes, fund allocations and politics. Politics brings the
issues right back to the citizens. The realization that
Russia put a satellite into orbit first came as a great
shock to many Americans. Government servants scurried for scientific fund allocations. The local school
boards and public school officials, always under fire
of various degrees of intensity for diverging views on
"reading, writing and arithmetic," felt the impact of
yet another fundamental—that of science. Our colleges
and universities, where students have a more or less
"free enterprise" system of choosing their major area
of study and training, are being compared to the Russian educational system which involves state planned
careers for the students.
The unspoken, underlying cause of this widespread
concern is fear—fear for ourselves, our children, our
way of life. Although fundamental science and the
interchange of scientific ideas and experimental methods
have known no international boundaries other than in
wartime, when all communications are severed, many
people believed that adequate secrecy about our scientific investigations would provide the desired security.
Scientific secrecy is short lived, and any emphasis on
secrecy can be only an extremely temporary expedient,
for it is well known among scientists that similar ideas
14

and similar discoveries very frequently occur independently to scientific investigators in widely separated parts
of the world. When our first atomic explosion was made
known, no scientist doubted that other countries would
soon have atomic bombs if they cared to expend the
effort, no matter how good our secrecy. Again, when
the first satellite was sent into orbit by Russian scientists,
it could be only a matter of a short time until the
United States group or some other group so charged
with the problem would duplicate the feat. Science
and scientific progress is not for us alone but will be
equally developed in the leading nations of the world
where educational facilities are available. The far
reaching benefits to mankind will spread from these
centers of thought to other less fortunate areas of the
world.
In the complete picture, the "fear" aspect now influencing the need for scientific research will be negligible
and the untimely discovery of atomic energy which
occured when the world was at war will be placed in
the category of "growing pains" as our civilization
matures.
As we look at the scientific and technological changes
over the past, we are astounded by the immense upsurge in the amount of theoretical knowledge and accompanying practical applications within the last few
years. For example, sound reproduction expanded
through the gramophone to phonograph to high fidelity
and stereophonic sound in sixty years. Also communications development grew from personal carrier to telegraph, telephone, radio and television. Think still of
the advances in transportation from horse and wagon
to the automobile, truck, conventional and jet aircraft.
Within the last twenty years, the average life expectancy increase is noted as being more than the total
increase listed for some two thousand years prior to
the 19th century.
In every area which is based on the sciences, we find
the same pattern—that of extremely slow technical
progress until comparatively recent times when we
seem to be bursting with tremendous advances wherever
we look. Because of the increasing world wide interest
in science and the increasing amount of scientific manpower available, scientific minds see no leveling off
of these advances in the near future but predict that
developments will occur comparable to the present rate,
or perhaps even greater. One can only guess what
break-throughs are immediately ahead in atomic power,
solar energy, space investigations, sea water use and
the prevention of human diseases.
Great as these advances are, they have not solved
man's prime social problem of living together in l)(a(
and happiness with minimum personal, national and
racial hatred. Our hope is that we may educate our-

Dr. Roy Newsom was educated in the Whittier area schools
and received an A.B. degree from Whittier College in 1934.
He joined the Whittier College faculty in 1939 after having
earned the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in Chemistry from the
University of Southern California.
He has served as a member of the Advisory Board of Los
Angeles County Air Pollution Control District; is a past president of the Pacific Southwest Association of Chemistry Teachers; is currently a member of the Board of Directors of the
Whittier Area Chamber of Commece and is president of the
Board of Trustees of the Whittier Public Library.

selves and our children in such a way that the materialistic world and the humanistic world may become one
together. The speed of physical science technology has
affected our lives and has produced, and will produce
to a still greater extent, changes in our laws, our religions, our national and international entities, and our
sense of social responsibility. The scientist has well
established the advantage of the scientific method in
acquiring new scientific information over the accidental
discovery method and will be using it to advance knowledge with ever increasing facility. The problem of how
to use the knowledge for the betterment and increased
happiness of all men does not lend itself so easily to
the use of the scientific method. This problem must be
attacked through a realigning of our educational disciplines from mere intensive studies in biology, chemistry,
physics, mathematics, logic, philosophy, fine arts, literature and language to an enriched development bringing
forward many entwining crossovers interwoven within
these areas.
The university educational system has a history of
leading in the fragmentization of knowledge and producing students who are specialists in one or two of
the recognized subjects. We are noting the beginnings
of change with the introduction of some "survey"
courses incorporating several subjects, which are being
rather widely accepted. These survey courses are designed to give some understanding of science and its
relation to other disciplines to students who otherwise
would have little knowledge of science. Present developments are showing that it is as important for the
layman to know something about science as it is for
the technologist to know something about laws and
business. This is a rather slow change since it is hard
to find teachers whos( background is broad riloug:1 1
in the various fields to represent adequately the different disciplines in their inter-related aspects.

Our colleges will gradually produce broader based
teachers as they themselves evolve through the classes
of this type. Most certainly a college professor must be
an authority in some division of learning but we must
also ask that he be capable of relating his own subject
to the other areas of learning and to the business of
living a happy wholesome and productive community
life in our day.
As the knowledge available to the people of the
world expands, so will the power which will be placed
in human hands become more tremendous. Society will
have to handle these frontiers, whether they be atomic
power for energy needs, mechanical power for transportation and food production., political power developed through television which portends to become the
eyes and ears of the world, or psychological power over
the minds of people. Each, or all of these, as they are
now developing could be used to upset and even turn
our civilization toward destruction. We are told that
some twenty-one civilizations have emerged, prospered
and died on this earth for various reasons, many of
which can now be better controlled.
The frightening brain-washing potential of television
can be imagined from the recent experiment in a motion picture house wherein the picture of an ice cream
cone was flashed repeatedly on the screen for periods
of somewhat less than 1/25 of a second, which is shorter
than the time required for the human eye to see the
image as we know it. The amazing result was a 500%
increase in the sale of ice cream cones. Even though
this is an isolated experiment, the possibilities here are
staggering, with all types of implications in social control for good or for evil.
We must produce from our youth an ever increasing
number of citizens the world over who care not only
for themselves and their loyalty group, but who also
have an understanding of the rights of others to world
citizenship and to the advantages and the pleasures
which this recent burst of scientific developments have
showered upon our age. Since the organization of the
League of Nations after the First World War, we have
seen considerable progress in this area with the development of the present United Nations organization. There
is an increase in global thinking on the part of many
world leaders as shown in the willingness to lend aid
and help to undeveloped nations, even if in some instances there are added motivations. In this 13th year
of the United Nations, much has been accomplished in
non-political fields which will have effects for the
betterment of world politics.
The future of our own civilization will certainly be
charted by the knowledge, the values, and the ethics
of those in whose hands the contemporary tools of
power are placed, and its course will be influenced by
the number of well-cultured, well-informed, well-balanced people our educational system can produce.

Poets Win Second Straight
Whittier College's 1958 football
team traveled to Redlands University late in the month of November,
trounced the Bulldog team 27 to 6,
and walked off the field as the undefeated champions of the Southern
California Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference. It was the second
straight title won by the Poets under

Halfback Brent McDowell (above) breaks
through for six points against Redlands.
One of Campbell's accurate passes just
clears a Redland's defender and All
SCIAC-NAIA end Lou Vedova (62 in
white) snags it for a ID.

the tutelage of Coach Don Coryell.
Not only did the Whittier team
capture the conference crown, but
it posted a season's record of nine
wins against only one loss. This record placed it among the top Poet
teams of all time.
Coach Coryell's squad ran roughshod over Occidental, Cal Tech, and
Pomona in other conference games,
leaving no doubt in its followers
minds as to its great superiority over
league foes. Only a freak of football fortunes prevented the Poets
from maintaining an undeafeated
year of football.
Whittier opened its season with a
victory over the Cal Aggies of Davis,
California. In its next game the
team defeated the favored Gauchos
of Santa Barbara, 7 to 6, for its
best effort of the practice season.
Playing its third game against Sacramento State, Coryell's squad suffered its only loss.
The game with Sacramento was
closely contested throughout. Its outcome was decided by a freak maneuver which no one in the stadium,
but one Sacramento ball carrier and
the referee, seemed to understand.
Defeat was dealt the Poets when, in
the midst of a Sacramento play from

scrimmage, an official's whistle signaled 21 of the players on the field
to a halt. One player, the Sacramento ball carrier, paid the whistle
no heed and trotted unmolested
across the goal line. After considerable discussion, the referee ruled
that the touchdown stroll was to
count for six Sacramento points.
The play was the key one in Whittier's only loss.
Following the Sacramento loss the
Poets returned to the Southland,
scored impressive victories over Pepperdine, the Seal Beach Sealers, Occidental, Cal Tech, Pomona, and
Oregon Tech, and the stage was
set for the championship showdown
with Redlands. Both teams were unbeaten in league play.
After a slow first half start, the
Poets shifted into scoring gear, and
the Bulldog's doom was sealed. At
half time the score was knotted 6
to 6, but in the second stanza Whittier's great halfback Gary Campbell,
limbered up his passing arm to give
the Poets 21 points, their final margin of victory.
A brilliant offense, which produced an average of just under 35
points a game, treated Whittier fans
to one of the most colorful seasons

S.C.I.A.C. Football Crown
of recent years. On defense the Poets
allowed their opponents an average
of slightly below 10 points per contest.
Coryell built his attack around
the passing and running of halfback Campbell. Campbell was the
SCIAC's best in total offense, and
ranks with the nation's leaders in
that department.
With the Poets running from either a "T" or spread formation,
Campbell's throwing was almost unstopable. His chief targets were ends
Bill Farrell and Lou Vedova.

The running of a host of talented
young halfbacks was a pleasant surprise to Poet fans. When opposing
defenses set to control the Whittier
passing game, these football newcomers ground out huge yardage
gains. Ardie Williams, the only returning halfback letterman to the
1958 squad, was the outstanding
running back.
Whittier opponents found rough
sledding against Coryell's formidable forward wall. Despite a recurring knee injury, Captain Dick Cate

was the outstanding member of the
Poet line.
Many of the members of the team
will be returning for one or two
more years service, and Whittier's
football future looks exceedingly
bright.
In two years of service at the
Quaker Campus, Coryell and his
assistants Darold Talley and John
Godfrey, have compiled a record of
15 wins, three losses, and one tie.
Both years yielded championship
teams.

1958 Crown Brings Total to 11; Seven Poets Make Teams"
The 1958 Conference crown gives Whittier a
total of eleven, the best all-time mark of any
school in the SCIAC. The Poets won their first
championship in 1923. Under "Chief" Newman
they won the title in 1932, '34, '35, '39, '41 and
'49. George Allen guided the Poets to two titles
in 1950 and 1952. Don Coryell has been at the
helm for the two recent crowns.
Three Poets were named to the All-SCIAC
first team; Lou Vedova, Bob Kurilich, and Gary

Campbell. Bill Farrell, Charles McMurtry, Dick
Cate, and Vince Asaro were named to the second
team. Campbell and Vedova were also named to
first string berths on the NAIA mythical team.
Farrell and Asaro received honorable mention.
Campbell led the league in passing with a .61%
average for 1237 yards. He also led in total yards
gained with a total of 1659 and a game average
of 184.3. Farrell was third in pass receiving, catching 27 for an average of 37.6 yards per catch.
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Coach Bonham Starts
19th Year at Whittier*
Poets Top Contenders
For SCIAC Crown
Coach Aubrey Bonham is facing
his nineteenth year as mentor of
Whittier College basketball teams
with a combination of veterans,
sophomores, and transfer students
on hand to defend the Southern
California Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference crown won by the 195758 Poet team.
It will be Bonham's twelfth title
defense. His first championship at
Whittier was in won in 1937.
Although only one member of last
year's starting team is returning, the
Poets should make their usual fine
showing this season. Bonham has
inherited a good crop of transfers
to bolster his returning veterans.
The lone returning starter from
the 1957-58 championship team is
Carroll Hooks. Hooks is six feet two
inches, a fine rebounder, and an excellent passer. As a sophomore last
season he played forward in the offensive alignment, but this year he
will be playing a guard position.
Ivan Guevara, captain elect, is
another returning letterman. Playing his third year as a guard in the
fast breaking offense taught by Bonham, his speed and experience will
be counted on to counteract the
general inexperience of the 1958-59
team. His variety of shots make him
a scoring threat from any spot of
the floor. On defense, his inordinately fast hands and quick reflexes
enable him to harrass his opponents
constantly.
Other veterans available for duty
are Bill Hollinger, Bob Sanford, and
Bill Donner. All three of these boys
were teammates at Montebello High
School, where they paced their club
to a second place in the California
Interscholastic Federation tournament. Hollinger and Sanford played
their freshman and sophomore ball
18

One of Bonham's top combinations will be these five: (Clockwise) Coach Bonham,
Herm Mason, center; Bill Johnson, forward; Chuck Kenley, forward; Ivan Guevara,
guard; and Carroll Hooks, guard. (top: Coach Aubrey Bonham.)

at Whittier, while Donner came to
the Quaker campus after a year at
Mt. San Antonio Junior College.
Hollinger is a capable ball handler
who can run the all-important middle lane in the fast break. Playing
from his guard position Hollinger is
tops in assists for baskets, and has a
variety of scoring moves. Both Sanford and Donner measure in the six
feet three inch range, and double as
either forwards or centers. Both boys
are extremely good jumpers and rebound well with bigger opponents.
Leading the list of candidates
from the championship frosh team
of last season is Bill Johnson. A six
feet four inch sophomore, Johnson
ranks as one of the finest players
ever to enroll at Whittier College.
As a freshman last season he broke
the school scoring record which was
held formerly by Al Balen. He is
not only an outstanding scorer, but

is a better than average rebounder,
andgood defensive player. Barring
some form of sophomore jinx, Johnson should fill the scoring shoes of
departed ace Bill Harmon adequately.
Another top sophomore prospect
is Jim McLaughin. He came to the
Quaker campus from the United
States Air Force. While playing service basketball, he was selected as
an All-Europe player by Air Force
coaches. He is a prolific scorer who
was just beginning to hit his stride
at the close of the 1957-58 season.
Tops among the transferring athletes are Chuck Kinley and Herman
Mason. Both boys are top rebounders. Kinley, a six feet four inch
transfer from Fullerton Junior College, will he playing a forward position. At six feet seven inches, Mason
is one of the taller players to grace
(Continued on next page)

WITH WHITTIER
WE WIN!

Muriel Keller Petri '55
Jim Carlisle '56
Ken Whipple '59
Francis Preece '60
Jim McLaughlin '61
Martha Yocum '61
Billy Younger '61
Sam Yocum '56
"Synthetic"
S

SAM YOCUM

(Continued from Page 18)
Wardman Gymnasium in many
years. The Compton College transfer combines good speed and agility
with his height, and could become
one of the finest post men of recent
Whittier basketball history.
A glance at the record should
cause some concern for the opponents of the Poet team this season.
In past years, the 'Whittier teams
that combined veterans, sophomores,
and transfers have reached great
heights. With this tradition behind
it plus being one of the tallest of all
Whittier teams, it should be rated
as a contender for conference and
NAIA honors.
JOHN R. (BOB) CAUFFMAN. 45
Distributor for A. J. Nystrom and Co.
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•First in TV
•First in Color
•First in Stereo-Sound

.
WHITTIER RADIO
and TELEVISION
192 South Greenleaf
Whittier, California

9715 La Alba, Whittier, California
OWen 77-171
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OXford 4-2675

THE WHITTIER BOOK STORE

1940 West Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles 6, Calif.
DUnkirk 5-2497

GENE AI4RRS
'50
244 East Philadelphia Street

•
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•GREETING CARDS
• BOOKS
•
STATIONERY
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* f lowers

INSURANCE BROKER

.
One Stop Protection

looking for a gift?
see us about
whittier college:
•baby bibs

14608 East Whittier Blvd.
Whittier

OXbow 6-8689

Whittier, California
OXford 4-3608

A Business Built on Service

123 - 125 No. Greenleaf Ave., Whittier
Telephones: OX 4-3953 -OX 4-5316

•children's T-shirts
•children's sweatshirts

•

•glassware

Order by Phone
Day or Night
We deliver to Whittier, La
Habra, La Mirada, Fullerton, Pico, Rivera, Downey,
Norwalk and surrounding
area.
• Weddings
• Interior Landscaping
• Flowers for all Occasions
Formerly called the Woods
Some Owners and Operators

stationery

WHITTIER COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE
STUDENT UNION
BUILDING
OXbow 3-0771 -Ext. 29

Carolyn '51 and
Andy (Jack) Wood '50
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Smith, Robinson,
Unterberger, speak
to Institute on
Agenda for
American Action"

Robinson Leads World Affairs Institute
When the World Affairs Institute
meets for its 35th session December
7-10 in Pasadena, Whittier College
Professor of Government and International Relations, Dr. J. William
Robinson, will be director, and two
other Whittier College leaders will
take an active part.

universities of the Pacific area for
the purpose of discussing important problems of American life and
foreign relations.

Major addresses at the Institute,
oldest educational enterprise of its
kind in the United States, will be
given by President Paul S. Smith
and by Dr. Betty M. Unterberger,
Associate Professor of History and
Political Science and director of the
Liberal Arts Center for Adults.

This year's speakers at the Institute include General Maxwell D.
Taylor, Chief of Staff, United States
Army; James A. Pike, Protestant
Episcopal Bishop of Northern California; Henry A. Kissinger, Harvard
University; Hans J. Morgenthau,
University of Chicago; and George
V. Allen, Director of the United
States Information Agency.

President Smith will address the
gathering on the theme, "What Improvements are Needed in the Formulation and Conduct of American
Foreign Policy."
Dr. Unterberger will give her address on the subject "The Russian
Alliance—Its Strength and Weaknesses."
The World Affairs Institute meets
for four days each year to bring together delegates from colleges and
20

The delegates are joined by leaders from government, business and
civic organizations.

The theme for the World Affairs
Institute this year is "Agenda for
American Action." President Smith
is a member of the Board of Advisors of the Institute. Dr. Unterberger, in makig her address, carries on the tradition of the History
and the Political Science Departments of Whittier College in their
contributions to the Institute.
In previous years other Whittier

staff members, including Dr. Ben
G. Burnett, Associate Professor of
Political Science, and Dr. John
Schutz, Professor of History and
Political Science, as well as Dr.
Robinson, have addressed the Institute.
Dr. Robinson, on the staff of
Whittier College since 1947, has
been director of the World Affairs
Institute annual session twice before. He is a nationally known
authority on international relations,
and the co-author with James T.
Watkins IV, of Stanford, of "General International Organization: A
Source Book." He has published
two other books: "Royal Commissions of Inquiry," and "What Does
'Ideology' Signify?"
Dr. Robinson, who is chairman of
the Department of Political Science
and International Relations of Whittier, has written a history of the
Institute of World Affairs, and is
also a contributor to many scholarly
journals in his field of study. Prior
to his coming to Whittier in 1947,
Dr. Robinson taught at Purdue University from 1937 to 1947.
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With the first big event of the
fall season - Homecoming—now a
thing of the past, the alumni chapters of campus society groups are
beginning to function in full swing.
And now with the Christmas holidays upon us, readers of The Rock
will be interested to know of the
many and varied plans these various
groups have made.
"Athenians in Wonderland" has
been chosen as the theme for the
four alumni meetings to be held this
year. The group has made plans
to enjoy various types of get-togethers: in November, hair styles
"Thru the Looking Glass" will be
presented; in late January, a luncheon-fashion show benefit, proceeds
of which will go toward completing
the group's Whittier College Chapel
fund pledge, and memorial for Shirley Garman Mealer; in late March,
"Don't Be Late For A Very Important Date," Athenian alum Arlene Slaugenwhite will give her dramatic impressions; and finally in
May, "The Mad Hatter's Tea
Party" will welcome seniors to the
group in this annual fashion show..
tea.
Installation of officers was the
first order of business this fall for
the Franklins. Their new officers
are: Everett Hunt, president; Bob
Capps, secretary; Dick Thomson,
treasurer; social co-chairmen, Bob
Moritz and Ken Shaw; and bulletin,
Jack Mealer. The group will enjoy
a social get-together this Christmas
season, as well as planning for such
"proposed activities" as—an overnight stag to Las Vegas; a dinnerdance with the actives; golf activities; and a barbecue-square dance!
One project for the year will be
toward procuring equipment for the
Alumni Office on campus.

Serving Whittier Area
Since 1894

401 E. Philadelphia St.
OX. 4-3238
Rowland D. White '25
David E. White '57
C. E. Emerson

But that's about all we can
do in these small ads . . . just
give you an inkling of the
many fine things we have to
show you for Fall!

HILL'S
CLOTHIERS

127 E. Philadelphia St.
—Whittier—
L. Bert Hill
Dick Thomson '34
John "Rusty" Marshall '54

(Continued on Page 22)
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R. J. TWYCROSS
Building Contractor
HOMES • COMMERCIAL
REMODELING

.
Builder of better homes
for LESS
Experts in Remodeling

8243 California Avenue
Whittier
OXbow 3-4798
RANDY TWYCROSS
Graduate of Class of 1943

Newly elected Palmer officers include the following women: Phyllis
Newsom, president; Jackie Connelly,
vice-president; Joan Jessup, treasurer; Rosa Chattcrton, secretary; Eleanor Lucy, telephone chairman; Phyllis Newsom, alumni representative;
and Eloise Arnold, board memberat-large. November saw these alums
and their actives on campus enjoying a Shipwreck Party—complete
with costumes! During the year,
the group hopes to keep in close
contact with their campus counterparts by aiding them whenever possible, serving refreshments at several
meetings throughout the year, and
contributing financially to one
Palmer event. Individual bridge
parties will be held on the second
Thursday of every month as a way
of raising funds; the group reports
that they have met their pledge of
$500 toward the chapel fund on
campus. Meetings will be held the
last Monday of every month.

&an
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"Where Good Printing
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OXford 4-3991
226 W. Philadelphia Street
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WHITTIER, CALIFORNIA
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OXford 4-3608
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DR. R. D. WINNEN, Optometrist

Hallmark Cards
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1137 Quadway, Whittier Quad
Whittier, Calif.

OXford 3-2319
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Auto Electric - Motor Tune-Up
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STOP WEAR LUBRICATION
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OXford 4-9117
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WHITTIER
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Carpet, Draperies, Armstrong Floor
Coverings and Custom Window Shades
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WHITTIER: Whittier Quad
ANAHEIM: Broadway
Orange County
Center

Old Acquaintances
The names in bold face type
alongside the class numbers have
been selected as class reporters
for the Rock. If you have news of
fellow class members or of yourself, you may give it to your class
reporter, or send it to the Alumni
Office at Whittier College. If
there is no name for your class,
and you know of someone who
would be a good reporter for your
class, please contact the Alumni
Office.

'07
E. C. Milhous is living at 910 Yolo
Street, Manteca, Calif.

'i c)

(Lois M. Bennink)
Mrs. Peter Sharpless
P.0. Box 218
Pauma Valley, Calif.

Grace (Crawford) Haddon has made
the first move in her lifetime from the
old homestead on South Painter, and
now she and Jack reside at 15226 East
Cedarsprings Drive.
Grace (Cadwell) Maclean may well be
proud of her all-Whittier family. Milton was elected recently to a four year
period on the Board of Trustees, and
all three sons are graduates of Whittier
College.
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(Ethel D. Koontz)
Mrs. Chas. Francis Eckels
1505 Waverly Rd.
San Marino, California

Russell and Esther (Barmore, '27)
Ranzona have moved from Phoenix, Arizona to 14944 Costa Mesa Drive, La
Mirada, Calif. Russell is with the Trend
o' Fashion chain of specialty shops.

,26

(Dorothy M. Verplank)
Mrs. Jesse G. Levy
3936 Farley Court
No. Hollywood, Calif.

A. Robert Harrison is associate minister of First Congregational Church in
Saginaw, Michigan. In addition to assisting the pastor with the church program he is doing pastoral calling supervising adult, youth and church school
activities.

'27

Miss Ruth M. Price
5255 Glasgow Way
Los Angeles 45, Calif.

Oakley Morris has served as secretary
of the Visalia Lodge, BPOE for fourteen
years and is a past president of the San
Joaquin Valley Elks Association, as well
as past secretary-treasurer of the - same
organization.

'29

Miss Mildred J. Stewart
11652 Bullis Road
Lynwood,
California

Russell H. Adams is assistant to the
coordinator of the management development program of the Southern California
Edison Company, after having served
as director of training at the company
for nine years.
Dorothy (Pinneo) English is a senior
typist clerk at the Division of Drivers
Licenses, Department of Motor Vehicles
in Sacramento. She has three married
sons and one 12 year old son at home.

'32

(Marianna Mangrum)
Mrs. Joe B. Willis
865 E. Leadora
Glendora, Calif.

Ted Ing recently visited the campus
on a month's trip from his home in
the Hawaiian Islands. He attended a
YMCA workshop on group work and
human relations at Asilomar and Pacific
Grove in September.

'34

(Ola Welch)
Mrs. Gail Jobe
Rt. 3, Box 492
Vista, California

Faye (Connell) Layne who has been
principal of the Lake Marie school is
now director of curriculum for the South
Whittier School District. She and her
husband live in La Habra.
Florence Timmerman is vice-principal
at the California High School in East
Whittier.
Charles and Regina (Dunkin) Kemp
flew to Baltimore, Maryland in October
to attend a school personnel meeting.
Chuck is in administrative work at Montebello High Sdhool.
The John Chapins and boys, John,
Bill, and Jim enjoyed a six-week motor
trip through the East this past summer.
The Chapin family live in East Whittier.
A number of Whittier "grads" have
been taking their vacations along the
Colorado River near Parker, Arizona.
Seen enjoying the water skiing, swimming and boating were the families of
the Clint Harrises (Flora Honeyman
e'35), the William Simmons (Camilla
Vincent), the Carter Biggers (Catherine
Nanney '35), and the Wood Glovers
(Elizabeth Rees).
Herman and Adaline (Allen '36) Fink
are living in a new home which they
and their three children built as a family
project: 1850 Kinneloa Mesa Road, Pasa-

dena. Herman is an elementary school
principal in Pasadena, where he is also
active in various civic affairs and Adaline
has been busy in PTA, scouting and
church activities.

'35

(Edith Gibbons)
Mrs. John Nunes
1236 Boy St.
Alameda, California

William McAlister is teaching physical
education classes and swimming at Madera High School.
Donald I. Drummond is new superintendent of the San Pasqual Valley
Unified School District.
Blanche (Barnes) Clark has finished
her twentieth year in the Los Angeles
school system and received her M.A.
degree from L.A. State College this
summer in Administration and Supervision.

'38

Mrs. Barbara Robinson
27 rue de Fountainebleau
Casa Blanca, Morocco

Barbara (Lemon) Robinson has been
living in Morocco for the past four
years. Among her many experiences she
has traveled to Senegal and the French
Sudan, Spain and Portugal, London, the
World's Fair at Brussells, Naples and
Pompeii, and Paris. She has also worked
with Algerian refugees and at the present time is studying the Arabic language of Morocco.
Bob and Betty (Hall) Jones are residing in San Mateo where he is employed by Standard Oil Co. while she
bides her time as homemaker, churchworker and clubwoman. They have two
children, Robert who is a sophomore at
the University of Colorado and Christopher who is entering high school this
year.
Esther Bushby was married to Carl
Johnston in May, 1957. They are residing in Los Angeles and Carl works as an
upholsterer in Gardena. Previous to her
marriage, Esther worked for Occidental
Life Insurance Co. as an actuarial clerk
in the Accident and Sickness section of
the Actuarial Department. Both Esther
and Carl are studying photography as a
hobby.
Richard and Margaret (Odd!) Hughes
are residing in Montebello where he is
a Doctor of Optometry and a member
of the Montebello Unified School District School Board. Before the birth of
her two sons, Bob and Bill, Margaret
taught for five years in a first grade
in Montebello.
Janet (Davis) Engle is residing in San
Jose where she is beginning her third
year of teaching at Herbert Hoover
Junior High School.
Margaret (Campbell) Woods, her husbahd, and their two children, Dave, 15
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and Marilyn, 12 are living in Whittier.
Margaret, besides being a wife and
mother has been substituting in the East
Whittier School District for the last two
years.
Marjorie (Davis) Irmsher, her husband, Harold, and their two daughters
have lived in Downey for thirteen years.
Marjorie has taught third grade there
for the last nine years.
Walter and Lucy (Garlinghouse) Dexter are living in Peoria, Illinois where
he is employed as general and sales
manager of the Gar-Bro Co. They are
the parents of two sons, Walter, Jr. who
will be a junior in high school and Daniel who is entering fifth grade. Among
their other activities they have recently
built a new home on a bluff overlooking
the Illinois River.
Marty (Shuman) Hittinger and her
husband, William who works for Standard Oil Co., were married in 1943 and
have one son, Ricky 13, who began at
Whittier High this past September. Since
1952 Marty has been principal of the
Rancho Santa Gertrudes School in the
Los Nietos School District. She has obtained her M.A. from Long Beach State
College and has done some professional
writing which has been published in
"Childhod Education" and the California
Elementary School Journal.
Hugh D. Nelson was a leader in the
"Crossroads Africa Student Study and
Work Project" this past summer in
West Africa. He and his wife, Beth,
directed the program in Ghana where
they met people of all walks of life from
the prime minister to the village fetish
priest. Their project consisted of the
building of a middle school block by
communal labor. He is presently the
pastor of the Michillinda Presbyterian
Church of Pasadena.
Clete and Joy (Fossum) Burke are
living in Bloomington, Indiana, where he
is a Professor of Psychology at Indiana
University. Joy is teaching in a Cooperative Nursery School besides working
with various leagues, the PTA and as
a homemaker. They have traveled extensively in the past few years during
the summer months her husband having
been invited to teach in various areas.
Margaret (Brewster) Ekholm has lived
in Escalon, Calif. for the past 10 years,
where her husband is in the insurance
and accounting business, and she works
part of the time in his office. She visited
her sister, Clara (Brewster e'40) Robinson, who lives in Guam, for several weeks
in 1957.
Lorraine (Smith) Kurz (Pinkie) lives
in La Habra Heights where her husband
is a general practitioner. They have
four children, Jim, 16, Candy, 14, Cheri,
12, and John, 8. She has used her musical training to teach all of her children
to play the piano.
Cadett and Mary Ellen (Miller)
Barnes will soon open a trailer park,
Mabana Mobile Home Terrace, on their
10 acres which has 400 feet water frontage on Saratoga Passage on Puget Sound.
A third of their property is clear, giving
space for 36 trailers and the remainder
is in trees. Their family of four girls
was increased to six this summer with
the arrival of twins Isle and Bea. Their
address is Route 1, Box 253D, Stanwood,
Washington.
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Johnny Fobes is in the pest control
business (Fobes and Gray) in Los Angeles, and was appointed by Governor
Knight as one of the five members of the
State Pest Control Board. He and his
wife Frances have two children, a boy 13
and a girl 16, and live in Pasadena.
Betty (Wilmarth) Carson and husband
Don live in Altadena with their two
sons, 13 and 10. Don is in the Los
Angeles General Electric office.
Arthur C. Lindenmeyer and his wife
have an 80-acre ranch 14 miles north
of Escondido. He is teaching English
and designing machine tools and intends
soon to become a building contractor.
His wife is also teaching, her specialty
being speech correction.
Kay Stover writes from Altadena
about her avocation of raising, breeding,
showing and training Samoyed dogs. She
and her husband Dan have three children, Margaret, 17, David, 14 and Allan,
12. Dan is Director of Child Welfare
and Attendance for the Alhambra
Schools and Kay teaches fifth grade in
Temple City.
Claude and Ruth (Vail '39) Axworthy
live in Whittier where Claude is in his
seventeenth year at the Post Office. They
have a son, Tommy, 9.
Randolph Carter represented Whittier
College at the inauguration of Charles
Edwin Odegaard as President of the
University of Washington November 7.
Virginia Schallenberger is serving as
sponsor of the East Whittier Junior Wo.
man's Club.

'3 9
Eleanor (Brooks) Tucker completed
summer school work at Seattle Pacific
College and is teaching third grade at
A. J. West School in Aberdeen.
Dr. David K. Fukushima is Associate
Professor of Biochemistry at Sloan-Kettering Institute for cancer research at
Cornell University. He is also a staff
member of the Cornell Graduate School
of Medical Science.
Dick Kunishima is turning Out winning
football teams at Bridgeton High School
in Seabrook, New Jersey, where he was
recently appointed physical education
instructor.

,40

(Madelyn McKenzie)
Mrs. John J. Christopher
5471 Las Lomas Street
Long Beach, Calif.

Helen Cook is teaching fifth grade at
Gidley School in El Monte.
Cecil Walters is Teaching Principal
of the Lugo Elementary School in the
Lynwood Unified School District.
Jane (Atkinson) Craft and husband
John are in Virginia Beach, Virginia.
They have three children, John, 13,
Lani, 9, and Gary, 4. They have spent
several years in Honolulu where they
will eventually make their home.
Norman Fertig has completed his Doctorate in History and International Relations and is a Professor of Diplomatic

History at the University of Southern
California, School of International Relations. Wife Nelle is teaching an accelerated class of sixth graders in El
Monte. They have four sons, Norman,
13, Chris, 12, Ricky, 10, and Kurt, 7.
At USC Norm is treasurer of the Institute of World Affairs, Director of the
Teacher's Workshop in World Affairs,
and occasionally publishes an article in
his field. The family plans for the future
include a year of research in Europe
or the British West Indies.
Beryl Manley Wauson graduated from
Orange County General Hospital School
of Nursing with scholastic honors January, 1958 and is now working at Long
Beach State College on credits toward
school nursing credential. She has five
daughters ages 17 to 3.
LeRoy Hughes is field representative
and director of public relations at Caco,
Inc., Pomona (making molds for the
plastic industry). Hls son Raymond is a
junior at the University of Arizona, and
Robert is eighth grade president at Emerson Junior High School in Pomona.
Hank and Elizabeth (Pickett) Lacy
and their five children are in the States
for a year's furlough during which time
Hank will be speaking in Nebraska, Michigan and Southern California on behalf
of Ingraham Institute, Ghaziabad, India,
where he has been principal for the past
five years. Enroute from India, their ship
was requisitioned to carry refugees from
Colombo, Ceylon, to a safe refuge on the
northern shores of the island country.
After three weeks cruise, the family spent
three weeks in Japan, two of them in a
Japanese home, and then stayed two
weeks in Honolulu where they visited
Alice (Lacy '43) Johnson, Miriam
(Pickett '40) Gould and Lorena Yee
('37).

'41

(Judy
Mrs.
4925
Mill

Sill)
Robert Hamilton
Paradise
Valley, California

Galen C. Brown, Commander, U.S.
Navy, is serving as Chief Staff Officer,
U.S. Naval Activities, London, England.
He and his wife and seven year old son
are living at 16 Woodfall Street, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3.
Rollin and Mary Lee (Palmer) Holton
live in Whittier with their three children,
Rollin, 12, Trina, 9, and John, 7. Rollin
is associated with the Connecticut General Life Insurance Company, and Mary
Lee teaches third grade at Ocean View
School in East Whittier.
Lewis J. Wessels, wife Alice and children Melissa, 12, Woody, 7, and Wendy,
5, live in Northridge. He is research
supervisor, Rocketdyne Division of North
American Aviation, Inc.

'42

(Sarah Applebury)
Mrs. Robert S. Faulkner
38711 Sage Tree
Palmdale, Calif.

Floyd Younger is new dean of instruction at Cerritos College. He is also dean
of the school's extended-day program.
Galen "Stub" Harvey is traveling in
Northern New Mexico, Southern Utah
and California giving school assembly
programs for National School Assemblies.
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(Barbara Robinson)
Mrs. Arthur T. Hobson
317 S. Ocean View Ave.
Whittier, Calif.

Thelma Sprague is teacher of English
and counselor at Palm Springs High
School.
Frances (Copeland) Armstrong is Dean
of Girls and Registrar at Earl Warren
High School in Downey. Husband Bob
teaches sixth grade in Bell, and they
have two boys, 10 and 12.
Eleanor Hemple, who received wide
acclaim for her children's program on
television, has organized Eleanor Hemple
Cotillion Clubs in several Los Angeles
County areas. The Cotillion Club is a
unique conception of a youth sports club
combined with dancing and social deportment, with fencing and tumbling
featured activities along with ballroom
dancing. Only accredited instructors are
used in the program, with Eleanor herself directing the third and fourth grade
classes. Patronesses supporting the Whittier Club include Ann Bertness '37 and
Barbara Maple '37.

'46

(Sharman Hawley)
Mrs. Douglas L. Nash
611 Mira Mar
Santa Cruz, Calif.

Dr. John A. Arcadi, research associate
in Biology at Whittier College, and on
the Urology staff at the University of
Southern California School of Medicine,
attended the conference on the Chemical
Organization of Normal and Abnormal
Cells, at the University of Wisconsin,
in Madison, on August 20 through 23,
1958. Dr. Arcadi is doing research in
the Biology Department at Whittier College, on some fundamental aspects of
cell growth and Cytochemistry.
Dr. Arcadi was given a travel grant
by the U.S. Public Health Service, to
attend the meeting in Madison.
Dr .James E. House has been awarded
the citation for superior club leadership
by the directors of Sertoma International
for outstanding leadership as president of
the Whittier Sertoma Club during 195758.
Anita (Runyan) Bryan has moved into
a new home at 266 S. Van Ness, Upland.
Her husband Ed is an electronics engineer at Convair, Pomona. They have
three children, Steven, 11, Becky, 7 and
Philip, 1.

'47

(Betty Pierson)
Mrs. Earl C. Roget
911 Kirby Dr.
La Habra, Calif.

Jack Brownell and his wife Rena
(Topping '46) are in Claremont, Calif.
where Jack is assistant professor in secondary education. They have two children, Anne, 7, and Bill, 4

'43

(Lois Topping)
Mrs. Roland Shutt
915 S. Pacific Ave.
Sunset Beach, Calif.

Tom Elder is vice principal of the
Joshua Circle School in Hesperia, and
also teaches fifth and sixth grades. He
and his wife and their five children re-

cently moved into a new home in Hesperia.
William H. Peckham has joined the
county welfare department staff at Atascadero as a child welfare worker.
Eugene Cochran received his Master
of Arts degree in education from the
College of the Pacific last June. For the
past six years he has been an elementary
principal in the city school system of
Modesto.
Dolores Teuber and husband Gordon
are living in their home town, San
Pedro, where he opened the Gordon B.
Teuber Insurance Agency three years
ago. He is also field manager of Continental Assurance Co. The Teubers recently moved into a large older house
and are busy remodeling it. Their children are John and Jeff, 11, Kurt, 4, and
Kristin, 5 months.
Bobbie (Jones) West writes that her
husband Rollo has been transferred to
Santa Monica as Western Division Stores
Superintendent for General Telephone
Co. They have four girls, Linda, 6,
Deena, 4, Carla, 2, and Paula, 6 months.

'4 9

(Hope Stickney)
Mrs. Leland A. Kuizer
3318 W. Story Ave.
Midland, Texas

Archie Green has joined the faculty of
Redlands Senior High School to teach
junior and senior English classes. The
Greens and their two children, Richard
and Marilyn, spent the summer in Oregon fishing and camping. Their home
is at 635 Orchard, Redlands.
Margaret (Odom) Gribble is living
in Simi, Calif. where her husband is an
entomologist for the Oxnard Pest Control Association. They have two chil2 and Kenny 2 V2.
dren, Kathy 1 1/
Ronald and Jan (Leever '50) Regan
have built a new home on a half acre
in the west San Fernando Valley: 22500
Gilmore St., Canoga Park.

'50

(Marilyn A. Johns)
Mrs. Arthur J. Eldridge Jr.
10310 Joyce Court
San Jose, California

Marie Tashima of Berkeley has joined
Shell Development Company's professional staff as an assistant librarian in the
Library.
Pete De Vries is a teaching assistant
at the University of Southern California,
where he is working on his Doctorate in
the School of Education. He formerly
taught science and coached basketball
at Santa Fe High School.
Wilbur Hoff and family are living at
1417 Beverly Place, Albany, Calif. while
he works on his doctorate in public
health at the University of California.
They have just returned from India
where Wilbur did research work in public
health for the government of India.
Margaret (Williams) Foster is in Germany where Jack is with the Army. They
are in a small town of Bitburg, very near
the French border. She may be reached
by writing % M/Sgt. Jack W. Foster,
RA 20916701, Btry C, 25th MSL BN,
APO 132, New York.
Elm (Seeley) Terra writes from Lodi
where she and her husband Frank live
on their own dairy farm. Elm is the

busy mother of 4 boys and 3 girls. She
would love to hear from some of her
friends. The address is Rt. I, Box 280,
Lodi, Calif.
Harry and Diana (Jones '51) Sherick
live at 6339 West Oak, Temple City.
Harry (Shad) has his own business in
Los Angeles as a roofing contractor for
O.K. Roofing Corp. They have two
children, Todd, 5 and Dana, 2.

'51

(Marion Todd)
Mrs. James Fitzgerald, Jr.
1200 Essex Lane
Newport Beach, California

Myrna (Weed) Brown and husband
Cullins are living at 2679 Beacon in
Ventura where he is with the insurance
agency of Beck-Brown-Divire. They have
two children, Scotty, 3 and Cindy, 1.
Thora Jervey writes from Jackson,
Tenn. that her husband is associate professor of history at Lambuth College.
They bought a new home at 915 Purkett and are enjoying campus life.
Joan (Hoyle) Nellis and husband Bob
live at 3563 Santa Carlotta in La Crescenta. They have two daughters, Susan,
3 and Debra, 7 months. Bob is with
Campus Cleaners in Glendale.
Frances (Gallucci) Adams has been
teaching in Santa Maria since graduation. She and her husband Dick reside
at 3655 Linda Lee Drive. Dick is with
Union Oil Company.
Katherine (Nisbet) Dean and husband
Johnny live at 416 Aliso Stret, Newport
Beach with their children Karol, 7 and
Brian, 4. Johnny is principal of the
Harbor View Elementary School.
William Enemas is principal of the
new Marion Anderson School in Willowbrook, Calif.

~52

(Jo Ahlquist)
Mrs. William P. Irwin
4574 B East Sierra Madre
Fresno, Calif.

Charles W. Cooper is minister of the
La Mesa Community Church of Santa
Barbara.
Nancy (Pyle) Pennell and her husband
Howard have bought a house on the
shore at Noank, Conn. Their children
are Charles, 8, Francie, 7 and Jimmy, 3.
Cliff Wolfe is division chairman of the
Napa United Crusade fund drive. He
and his wife have five children, Therese,
12, Clifford, 10, Patrick, 7, Michael, 4,
and Charles, 7 months.

'53

(Anne Marie Reese)
Mrs. James Stecklein
10131 S. Memphis St.
Whittier, Calif.

Don Jenkins was among a group of
teachers from 15 states awarded fellowships by the Joint Council on Economic
Education, New York City, to participate
in a national workshop for science and
social studies. Nominations for the
award were made by the Whittier Union
High School District, where Don is associated with Santa Fe High School.
Everett and Marjorie (Henderson)
Burckell live at 1211 East Wilhelmina in
Anaheim where he is teaching. They
have two daughters, Laurie and Leslie.
2

Warren L. Androus completed the
enghteen-month Management Trainee
Program of the General Telephone Company cum laude. He is a Public Telephone Supervisor in the Commercial
Department.
Carolyn Alma Graves has been assigned with Army Special Services overseas as recreation supervisor to serve
in Germany or France for a two year
period.
Marvin and Bobbie (Nielsen) Burdge
live at 4085 Gresham Street, San Diego
9, with their son Jeff, two years, and
new daughter. Marvin is teaching at
La Jolla High School,
Dollie (Hill) Thomas writes that she
and her husband and small daughter
have bought a home in Manhattan
Beach, after spending three years at the
State University of Iowa in Iowa City
where her husband graduated with a
B.S. degree in Chemical Engineering.

'54

(Alice Carpenter)
Mrs. Phillip E. Spivey
528'/2 N. Rural Dr.
Monterey Park, Calif.

Phyllis (Parsons) Evans and family
live in El Monte. Her husband recently
realized a long-time ambition in being
selected for a twelve-weeks course at
the California Highway Patrol Academy
in Sacramento. He graduated September
27, 1958.
Norda (Story) Johnson and husband
Carl are living in Plainview, Nebraska.
Their children are Kirk Alan, 2 and
Cydna Rae (see Newcomers).
Carol Pierson) Lude is living in Tahoe
City where her husband is teaching at
the Tahoe-Truckee High School. They
have two children, Thor, 2 and Kristine,
born July 6, 1958.

,56

(Allen Wilson)
Mrs. Stanley T. Circle
2240 Judith Lane
Santa Ana, Calif.

Elaine Lawson is teaching English at
La Puente High School.
Richard Clevenger has been discharged
from the Marine Corps after 13 months
of service on Okinawa. He is taking
graduate work on the campus.
Ann Fleshman is teaching kindergarten
at the Longden school in the Temple
City school district.
Mary Jensen Nichols and her family
are in London, England, where Mary
is teaching first grade.
John and Harriet (Utley) Schultz
have just returned from two months
touring Western Europe and a month
with the Whittier College tour that went
to Poland, Russia and the Scandinavian
countries. The Schultzes live in Long
Beach. John is teaching in Garden
Grove, while Harriet teaches in Los
Alamitos.

Ken Schmutzer is teaching math in
the Blythe Junior High School.
Frank Sekeris is Executive Secretary
for the Norwalk branch of the YMCA.
1'
)

(Laura Lou Daus)
Mrs. Richard Neville
605 Earlham Drive
Whittier, Calif.

Carolyn Palmer is teaching third grade
in C. C. Carpenter school in Downey.
Carol M. Bennetts is teaching second
grade at Hamilton School in Pomona.
Since her graduation from Whittier in
January, Ann Maccubbin has been very
busy. Immediately after graduation, she
was employed by the Pentagon in Washington, D.C. During this past summer,
she traveled with Jerry Patton's tour in
Europe. Upon returning to the west
coast, Ann began a new position as assistant counselor at the San Bernardino
Juvenile Hall. Her home address is 226
Eureka St., Redlands.
Carolyn (Jones) Rickon and her husband, Dick, have recently bought a home
in South Gate. During the week they
are both busy working. Carolyn teaches
and Dick is employed by Bethlehem
Steel Co. in Torrance. Weekends are
spent painting and getting settled in
their new house at 10528 Garfield Ave.
John Carroll, Jr. started his three year
law course at U.C.L.A. this fall. Also
attending law school at U.C.L.A. is Ed
Lawrence, husband of Carolee (King)
Lawrence. Carolee is teaching sixth
grade for the Los Angeles City School
System. The Lawrences live at 5000 W.
San Vicente Blvd., Los Angeles.
News from San Gabriel tells us that
Marilyn (Mark) Daugherty is teaching
fifth grade at Madison School. Husband
Jim is employed by Penny's in Alhambra.
Baching together and liking it are Jim
Peter, Tom Marumoto and Rich Elliot.
Jim is working on 'his masters in Chemistry and Tom in Micro-medical Biology
at U.S.C., while Rich is in S.C's Physical
Therapy School.
Also continuing their studies in graduate schools are: Harvey Charnofsky at
Hastings Law School in Northern Colifornia, Alvin Tanabe, studying Biology at
the University of Hawaii, and Norris
Hundley, Jr., working on his masters in
History at U.C.L.A.
Sanae Ishida received a graduate assistantship to the University of Pittsburg and is continuing her studies in
Sociology there.

Newcomers
Class of '46
To Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Currey
(Kathryn Dill), a daughter, Jill Elizabeth, October 19, 1958. Address: 16302
Cumberland Road, Orange.

Class of '48

'57

Miss Betty Uyeno
Box 948
Lihue, Kauai, T.H.

Ensign David A. Adams is at the Pensacola Naval Air Station.
Barbara Cochran has moved from
Wyoming to 1530-1 Fair Lane, Manhattan, Kansas.
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To Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence E. Silva
(Marion E. Woods), a son, John
Thomas, October 18, 1958. Address:
3258 E. Iowa Ave., Fresno.

To Mr. and Mrs. William Wright
(Marygene Marshburn e'49), a son, Kirk
Hadley, October 14, 1958. Address: 602
Starbuck St.

Class of '51
To Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Mitchell, a
daughter, Janet Lynn, August 18, 1958.
Address: 314 Arden Rd., Santa Barbara.
To Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Ostrom
(Joan Gregory), a daughter, October 27,
1958. Address: 2226 Loch Lomond Dr.

Class of '52
To Mr. and Mrs. Archie J. Haskins, a
son, James Warner, October 3, 1958.
Address: 10861 Colima Rd.

Class of '53
To Mr. and Mrs. Elden Hughes (Joan
Jaussaund e'56), a son, October 2, 1958.
Address: 14045 Honeysuckle Lane.
To Mr. and Mrs. Michael S. Fletcher
(Norma Cokell e'53), a daughter, Robin
Louise, April 12, 1958. Address: 1204
Oakmont Rd., Charleston, West Virginia.
To Mr. and Mrs. Herbert C. Newsom
(Phyllis Lee '54), a daughter, August 30,
1958. Address: 617 S. Caldwell Ave.
To Mr. and Mrs. Leonard L. Thomas
(Dollie Hill e'53), a daughter, Kathleen
Susan, November 1, 1957. Address: 1641
19th St., Manhattan Beach.

Class of '54
To Mr. and Mrs. Carl R. Johnson Jr.
(Norda Story), a daughter, Cydna Rae,
September 23, 1958. Address: Box 141,
Plainview, Nebraska.

Class of '56
To Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Westergaard
(Natalie Ristich), a daughter, Ann
Marie, September 30, 1958. Address:
1100 Boyd, Des Moines, Iowa.
To Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burns (Leitha
Griffin '58), a son, Robert Buckley, June
30, 1958. Address: Box 462, Twenty
Nine Palms.

Class of '57
To Mr. and Mrs. John Peck (Barbara
Jones), a daughter, Melissa Jane, August
8, 1958. Address: % Leo Murray Jones,
1492 153rd St., Gardena.
To Mr. and Mrs. Paul Downer (Ann
Stephens '56), a daughter, Tracey Ann,
March 21, 1958. Address: 2619 S. Fremont, Alhambra.
To Mr. and Mrs. James Glass (Eleanor
Bannerman '58), a daughter, October 13,
1958. Address: 306 N. Newlin.
To Mr. and Mrs. Verlyn W. Stalians
(Karen Land e'59), a son, September 28,
1958. Address: 509 Mar Vista.

Class of '58
To Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cline (Lynne
Stone e'58), a daughter, Julie Ann, May
30, 1958. Address: 2462-B Del Mar Ave.,
South San Gabriel.
To Mr. and Mrs. Luther B. Abram,
a daughter, October 24, 1958. Address:
10706 E. Rosehedge Dr.
To Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Arcolio (Sally
Sloop '56), a son, Arnold Joseph, August
18, 1958. Address: 1212 Orange Dr.

Newly-weds
Class of '40

Class of '50

Morris Cusick to Alice Saunders Robinson, August 9, 1958. At home, 602 S.
Strub Ave.

To Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Eldridge Jr.
(Marilyn Johns), a boy, Michael Dale,
September 16, 1958. Address: 1627 Babero Ave., San Jose.

Walter Kenneth Barber to Jean Dorothy Hem, July 26, 1958. At home, 1135
Basque P1., Anaheim.

Class of '51

Class of '52
Robert Singer to Sue Untank, August
2, 1958. At home, 3153 N. Puente Ave.,
Baldwin Park,

Class of '53
George Clement Kelsch, Jr. e'53 to
Betty Ann Stark, August 2, 1958. At
home, 55 Ximeno, Long Beach.

Class of '56
Robert G. Belles, e'56 to Shannon
Mihld, '58, August 16, 1958.
Ray Williams to Wendy Scott '60,
June 22, 1958. At home, 722 E. Penn
St.

Class of '57
Ensign David Adams to Rose Ridge,
'58,July 25, 1958. At home, 110-A
Magda Village, Milton, Florida.
Marvin Read to Margaret Fairfield,
'59,
August 22, 1958. At home, 322-A
S. Painter Ave.
Richard Howard Ehrgott to Julie Ann
Rhone, July 19, 1958.
Paul H. Smith to Catherine E. Agnew,
September 7, 1958. At home, 523'/2
W. Broadway.

Class of '58
Irving Hendrick to Sandra Lee Barber,
August 16, 1958. At home, 414 S.
Pickering Ave.
Jerald J. Perkins to Joan A. Folland,
July 26, 1958. At home, 240 N. 16th
St., Montebello.
William Lescher to Jeanine Fikstad,
e'61, August 16, 1958. At home, 201
Main St., Seal Beach.
Philip D. Alvarado to Shirley Hardesty, August 2, 1958.
Robert V. Edwards to Carlie Lynn
Cole, August 23, 1958. At home, 633
Birch, Brea.
Ronald Addison Klefbeck to Carol Ann
McLeod, August 23, 1958. At home,
Rt. 3, Box 761, Lakeside.
Donald C. Culbertson to Venita Marie
Rose, August 23, 1958. At home, 2819
Arizona, Santa Monica.
Joseph Howard Sarthou to Janet Eleanor Hile, August 30, 1958. At home,
1710 Coronado, Long Beach 4.

Buck, August 30, 1958. At home, 517
Marigold, Corona del Mar.
Arthur Franklin Cheverton to Vonda
Lee Stephenson, September 5, 1958. At
home, 2146 S. Hillcrest, La Habra.
Frederick Albert Zielonko to Jo Anne
Lee D'Andrea, September 6, 1958. At
home, 522 S. Comstock Ave.
Charles Sherman to La Vonne Agajanian, January 25, 1958. At home, 400
View Crest Dr., Montebello.

Class of '60
William Heyward Spratling, Jr. to
Patricia Lois Vowles, August 12, 1958.
At home, 423 S. Comstock Ave.
Jerry A. Corbett to Laurie Faye Pekelder, '62, August 29, 1958. At home,
524-A Bright Ave.
John Lawrence Hixon to Diana Cecilia
Kane, e'60, August 30, 1958. At home,
113 S. Stanford Way.
Cleatus Boyd Eddy to Anita Claire
Jordan, e'60.
Robert Stambaugh to Nancy Nicholson, August 24, 1958. At home, 140 N.
Painter.
Gordon E. Hoyt Jr. to Mary Louise
Cochran, October 18, 1958. At home,
357 Park St.
John William Hayes to Georgianne
Borner e'60. At home, 542 Mar Vista St.

Class of '61

In Memoriam
Faculty
Dr. Herbert Francis Evans, professor
emeritus in religion, October 29, 1958.
Thomas Kimber, October 24, 1958.

Board of Trustees
James E. Brock, September 6, 1958.

Class of 1909
Nofle Renneker, February 7, 1958.

Class of 1925
John Harlan Anderson.

Class of 1941
Philip L. Galloway, September 7,
1958.

Class of 1948
Willard L. Eaton, August 20, 1958.

Class of 1949
Mary Lucille Neuswanger.

Class of 1953
Ida May Cordy, September 20, 1958.

AL STOLLI '49

Ted Leonard Hanson to Connie Jo
Anne Ayers, August 31, 1958. At home,
233'/2 S. Painter Ave.
Warren Tyler to Rochell Reiner, September 6, 1958. At home, 1262 N.
Painter Ave.

Class of '62

Associated with TILLMAN & REEDER
REAL ESTATE BROKERS
TO 4-0712, TO 4-9311, Res. OX 7-6156
11176 E. Florence
Corner Florence and Santa Ana Freeway
Downey, California

Jerry Haendiges to Elaine Garris,

Burt Parminter

Ed Stone

WHITTIER COLLEGE '37

WHITTIER COLLEGE '47

1958 Member
Million Dollar
Round Table

Class of '59
Harold Strong Hickok to Gayle Ann
Hopkins, '58, August 22, 1958. At home,
606'/2 S. Painter Ave.
Eric Flanders to Joan Winchester,
September 5, 1958. At home, 624 N.
Newlin Ave.
Kenneth E. Stine to Marilyn Jean
Wrench, '60, September 6, 1958. At
home, 570 E. Olive Dr.
Edward H. Whitehouse, Jr. to Virginia

August 16, 1958. At home, 2102 S.
Bright Ave.

FIRE
LIABILITY
AUTOMOBILE

LIFE

COMPENSATION

DISABILITY...
GROUP...
OXbow 8-6721

629 So. Painter Ave., Whittier, Calif.

OXbow 8-5714

Quaker City Federal
Savings and Loan Association
a good place for your Savings to grow.

135 South Greenleaf

OFFICERS
D. W. Ferguson, President
L. C. Stanley, Vice President
S. G. Brees, Vice President
tSeth Pickering, Secretory
tMerritt T. Burdg, Treasurer
Jane Beagle, Assistant Secretary
Lou Wertin, Assistant Secretary

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
*tThomas W. Bewley, Chairman
f Kenneth L. Ball
J. E. Bowersmith
D. W. Ferguson
* Lewis A. Myers
L. C. Stanley
* R. C. Thompson

Whittier
tWhittier College Alumni

*Currentl y Serving Board of Trustees, Whittier College
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Life Insurance
Business Insurance
Group Insurance
Estate Planning
General Agent
Continental Insurance Company
S
14568 East Whittier Blvd.
Whittier, California
OX 8-3615

FORM

GETTING MARRIED
OR

3517

REQUESTED

TV's Ed Sullivan Invites you to
the most exciting photo show ever

GOING TO HAVE
A BABY?
WHITTIER QUAD
WEST ARCADIA

see us First
about announcements

NEW CAMERAS ON DISPLAY HERE NOW!

TWO
COMPLETE
DEPARTMENT
STORES

and invitations

incidentally
regular commercial
printing is really
the tail that
wags our dog

POSTAL LITHO
Printing Service

New
LOW
price
on this deluxe-model
movie-maker
BROWNIE

MO

--I& CAMERA

124 South Washington Ave.

B G PHOTO SUPPLY

Whittier, California

146 East Philadelphia Street
Whittier, California

oxford 4-3763

2I

OXford 4-3879

..known for
famous name brands
WHITTIER:
1192 Quadway
OXbow 3-2753
ARCADIA:
Baldwin at
Duart

Acres of
Free Parking

